We begin the study of how one can define means on infinite sets. We investigate many definitions, their properties and their relations to each other. One method is based on sequences of ideals, other deal with accumulation/isolated points, other with sequences of symmetric approximating sets, other with limit of average on surroundings and one deals with evenly distributed samples. We also present some result that is based on the correspondent version of Riemann's Rearrangement Theorem for Cesaro summation.
Introduction
In this paper we are going to study the ways of how can one generalize the arithmetic mean for an infinite bounded set. We can calculate the arithmetic mean for finite sets and there is a straightforward generalization for sets with positive Lebesgue measure (see Def 1) . The question arises if we can extend these methods in between.
A Cesaro summation can be considered as a generalization to sequences that is somehow in between. In this paper we focus on sets not sequences however we will mention a few results on sequences as well.
In this paper our aim is to find reasonably good and natural means for infinite bounded sets mainly with Lebesgue measure 0. And then study their properties and relations among them. We are going to present many methods where in some of them we deal with countable sets only.
We start with the simplier methods and then go to the more and more complex ones.
Most of the methods descibed here can be easily generalized to quasiarithmetic means as well or to more general means, however we are not going to deal such generalizations now.
We are planning a second paper on this topic. While this current paper mainly deals with constructing means and investigate their properties, the second paper is going to focus on building and analysing concepts of this new field.
Basic notations
Throughout this paper function A() will denote the arithmetic mean of any number of variables. Moreover if (a n ) is an infinite sequence and lim n→∞ A(a 1 , . . . , a n ) exists then A((a n )) will denote its limit.
Let L denote the bounded Lebesgue measurable sets, L 0 ⊂ L the sets with measure 0, while L inf 0 ⊂ L 0 the infinite such sets. The domain of all means considered in this paper is a subset of L if we do not say otherwise. We would like to emphasize that in most of the cases it is a proper subset, sometimes a proper subset of L Definition 2 For K ⊂ R, y ∈ R let us use the notation
Let T s denote the reflection to point s ∈ R that is T s (x) = 2s − x (x ∈ R). If H ⊂ R, x ∈ R then set H + x = {h + x : h ∈ H}. Similarly αH = {αh : h ∈ H} (α ∈ R). cl(H), H ′ will denote the closure and accumulation points of H ⊂ R respectively. Let lim H = inf H ′ , lim H = sup H ′ for infinite bounded H. Usually K, M will denote means, Dom(K) denotes the domain of K.
Expected properties of a mean
Usually we expect Dom(K) to be closed under finite union and intersection. Moreover closed under translation, reflection and contraction/dilation as described in the subsequent properties.
• Evidently we expect a mean K to be the extension of A that is for finite sets it gives the arithmetic mean of the elements. Nevertheless we allow a mean to have a domain consists of infinite sets only.
• The very bacis property of a mean K is internality that is
that is an obvious generalization of internality on finite sets.
However almost always we require the stroger condition called strong internality
This obviously implies for a set with only one accumulation point that its mean has be equal to the only accumulation point.
• K is monotone if sup
• The mean is shift invariant if
• K is symmetric if H ∈ Dom(K) bounded and symmetric (∃s
• K is finite-independent if H being infinite implies that K(H) = K(H ∪ V ) where V is any finite set.
A simple example of a mean M lis on all bounded sets is
It has all mentioned expected properties. Even simpler example is K(H) = lim H that is not symmetric however has all other properties.
Some other properties
• K is convex if I is a closed interval and
• If K(cl(H)) = K(H) then K is called closed.
′ is the set of accumulation points.
• We could call a mean Hausdorff continuous if it was a continuous function according to the Hausdorff pseudo-metric on L 0 . However it cannot happen (see Subsection 2.4).
A simple example for a closed mean is K(H) = Avg(cl(H)) where its domain consists of sets H with λ(cl(H)) > 0.
About mean-sets
We will see examples where the mean of a set H will not be a single number, instead it will be a set, usually an interval or the union of some intervals. We call such set the mean-set of H. In this case we would also prefer that the mean-set of H should be a subset of [lim H, lim H]. And we could formulate similar properties for mean-sets as in the previous subsections.
If the mean-set of H is Lebesgue measurable with positive measure then we could take its Avg to provide one single number as the mean of H. However usually we would prefer to leave it as it is because it contains more info about the set H.
Simple extensions of A

Means by ideals
Let us recall the definition of an ideal. I ⊂ P (R) is an ideal if A, B ∈ I implies that A ∪ B ∈ I and B ∈ I, A ⊂ B implies that A ∈ I. Definition 3 Let I be an ideal. We call I • shift invariant if H ∈ I, x ∈ R implies H + x ∈ I.
• symmetric if H ∈ I, x ∈ R implies {x + y : x − y ∈ H} ∈ I.
• homogeneous if H ∈ I, α ∈ R implies αH ∈ I.
Evidently the regularly used ideals (e.g. finite sets, countable sets, category 1 sets, sets with Lebesgue measure 0) all have these properties. 
Definition 6 Let (I n ) be a sequence of ideals such that I 0 = {finite sets} and I 0 ⊂ I 1 ⊂ I 2 ⊂ . . . . The mean associated to this sequence is definied by
(1) Because of Proposition 2 the limit in the last defining line always exists.
(2) The definition works for a finite sequence of ideals as well (simply set I n = I k if n ≥ k for a certain k).
(3) We can omit the condition that I 0 = {finite sets}. In that case M (In) remains undefined for infinite sets H ∈ I 0 .
Proposition 3 If I n is shift invariant, symmetric, homogeneous then the mean M (In) has all these properties as well.
Mean by isolated points
If the isolated points determine the set in the sense that cl(H − H ′ ) = H then a mean can be defined by them using that for ∀δ > 0 H − S(H ′ , δ) is finite.
if it exists. For finite sets let M iso = A.
iso has all expected properties, moreover it is convex and closed, but not accumulated. . Then take distinct elements in ( ) such that the average of the elements defined so far is less then 1 4 . Then take distinct elements in (1 + ) such that the average of the elements defined so far is more then 3 4 . Then take distinct elements in ( ) such that the average of the elements defined so far is less then 1 4 . And so on.
Hahn-Banach extensions
This subsection is a kind of exception to the original topic because here we talk about mean of sequences and not sets.
The well known Banach-limit K can be considered as a mean on the set of all bounded sequences since obviously it satisfies: lim(a n ) ≤ K((a n )) ≤ lim(a n ) which is the correspondent version of strong internality for sequences. (We know that there are many Banach-limits and all can be thought of a mean.) The original form of its proof lacks one very important property: it cannot be seen that it generalizes A for finite sets. Therefore we suggest a slightly altered version of it that suits our purposes more.
Let l ∞ be the set of all bounded sequences. Let l C ⊂ l ∞ be the sequences (a n ) where A((a n )) exists. Clearly l ∞ is a vector space and l C is one of its subspaces. It can be readily verified that A is a linear functional on l C . Obviously if x 1 , . . . , x n are given and
Proposition 5 A can be extended to l ∞ (from l C ) with the property of strong internality.
Proof: The original proof can be applied with the modification that the extendable subspace is greater.
On continuous extensions
Let C denote the set of all compact sets on R equipped with the Hausdorff metric, C 0 ⊂ C be the finite sets. Our first guess can be that A is a continuous function from C 0 to R. However it is not true.
K is not defined on finite sets then we still cannot expect K to be continuous assuming that it is strongly internal.
Generalizing Cesaro summation
We provide a negative result showing that our first guess on Cesaro summation cannot work for countable sets.
If we have a countably infinite set of numbers, one can tries to put the elements somehow into a sequence and then tries to apply Cesaro's summation. The question is that can we expect any result from that? Unfortunately not. We will prove the correspondente version of Riemann's Rearrangement Theorem for Cesaro's summation.
We can assign a mean-set to any such sets in the following way.
Definition 8 Let H be a countably infinite set. Let MS Ces (H) = {A((a n )) : a n ∈ H ∀n ∈ N, lim k→∞ A(a 1 , . . . , a k ) exists}.
In this formulation we will prove that MS Ces (H) = [lim H, lim H]. First we need some preparation.
Then we can merge the two sequences into a new sequence
. Then we end up with sequence (b Proposition 6 Let (a n ), (b n ) be two sequences with a n → a, b n → b, a < b. Then for ∀α > 0, ∀β > 0, α + β = 1 the two sequences can be merged into a new sequence
Proof: Let α ≤ β (the opposite case can be handled similarly). Let
If i ∈ N is given then i ∈ [(n − 1)γ, nγ) for some n ∈ N. For every first index i of [(n − 1)γ, nγ) let d i come from the sequence (a n ), for all other indexes from (b n ) using the not-yet-used elements from the sequences and from the original order. In this way we have defined (d n ) as a merge of (a n ), (b n ).
Let ǫ > 0 be given. Then there is N ∈ N such that n > N implies that a n ∈ (a − ǫ 4
where the intervals I are of the form [(k − 1)γ, kγ) for some k ∈ N. Clearly the first and third items can be arbitrarily small if m → ∞.
if m is large enough. Finally
Proposition 7 Proposition 6 is valid too if α = 0 or β = 0.
Proof: Apply Lemma 2.
Theorem 1 Let H be a bounded, countably infinte set. Let m = lim H, M = lim H. Let l be choosen such that m ≤ l ≤ M. Then there is sequence (a n ) such that a n = a m (n = m), {a n : n ∈ N} = H and lim n→∞ A(a 1 , . . . , a n ) = l. Proof: We can devide H into three distinct sequences: a n → m, b n → M and (c n ) the rest i.e. {a n , b n , c n : n ∈ N} = H and a n = b k = c l = a n (∀n, k, l). By Proposition 6 we can merge (a n ),
By Lemma 2 we can add (c n ) as well in a way that the limit will not change. . Now we create (d n ). Let the first element be c 1 . Then take elements from (a n ) such that A (c 1 , a 1 , . . . , a n 1 ) < p. Next element will be c 2 . Then take elements from (b n ) such that A (c 1 , a 1 , . . . , a n 1 , c 2 , b 1 , . . . , b n 2 ) > q. Next element is c 3 . Then take elements from (a n ) such that A (c 1 , a 1 , . . . , a n 1 , c 2 , b 1 , . . . , b n 2 , c 3 , a n 1 +1 , . . . , a n 3 ) < p.
And so on. Obviously we exhaust all elements from H and n i=1 d i n will not converge.
Remark 2
We could easily extend Theorem 1 and 2 when either liminf or limsup is infinite or both.
Mean by accumulation points
Let us recall the classic definition.
Definition 9 H
′ = H (1) denotes the accumulation points of H. Then
Assume that |H| = ℵ 0 and H is bounded. Then there are two cases.
1. There is n ∈ N such that H (n) = ∅.
∀n ∈ N H (n) = ∅
We can define a mean in the first case.
Definition 10 Let H (n+1) = ∅ and H (n) = ∅. That must mean that H (n) is finite hence we can define a mean by M acc (H) = A(H (n) ).
In this sense we say that the last level accumulation points determine the mean and nothing else. Roughly speaking the last accumulation points store the only "weights" of the set.
This method has some disadvantages.
• It cannot be applied in case 2.
• It does not use any information beside the last set of accumulation points. E.g. let us consider the following two sets.
: n ∈ N} ∪ {1 + 1 2 n : n ∈ N} Using this method we end up with the same mean 1 2 however the sets has fairly different structure.
Proposition 8 M
acc is strongly internal, shift invariant, symmetric, homogeneous, convex, closed, accumulated.
Means by sequences of approximating sets
We define 3 mean-sets, the average, s-average and xs-average sets of H. 
.
Proof: The first two assertions are evident. We prove the last one. Clearly ].
, ∃y such that ,
] if (H n ) is y-symmetric. The join of these three intervals is MS as (H) = [
].
Proof: It simply comes from the proof of the previous theorem where we stated: lim n→∞ A(H n ) ∈ {x ∈ R : x =
where (H n ) was y-symmetric. If x = y then we get the statement.
In the remaining cases (when |H
Moreover MS axs (H) is a union of countably many non-degenerative intervals.
Proof: The first three assertions are evident. MS axs ⊂ MS as gives the fourth.
We prove that MS axs (H) is a union of countably many non-degenerative intervals. We have to show that if x ∈ MS axs (H) then there is a nondegenerative interval I such that x ∈ I and I ⊂ MS axs (H).
]. There are two cases.
axs (H) where both intervals are non-degenerative and so is I (obviously x ∈ I).
(2) x ∈ H ′ −{lim H, lim H}. Let assume that x = lim H −x (the other case can be handled similarly). Then x = where
Let us take the minimum such x 1 . Then x 1 cannot be equal to x because it would imply that x 2 = x i.e. x would be a right sided accumulation point as well hence lim H +x = x would hold so we could choose a smaller x 1 and a greater x 2 too. Therefore
5 Some properties of Avg
Before we go on we collect some generic properties of Avg that we will use later.
It can be readily checked that Avg is shift invariant, symmetric, homogeneous, strong monotone, accumulated but not closed. It is also strict strong internal in the following stronger sense.
Proof: By being shift invariant we can assume that lim I H = 0. We have to prove that Avg(H) > 0 that is equivalent with
Clearly there is n ∈ N such that λ([
The other inequality can be handled similarly.
Lemma 4 Let A ⊂ R, λ(A) > 0, I be an interval. If Avg(A) ∈ I and C ⊂ I then Avg(A ∪ C) ∈ I i.e. Avg is convex. We can generalize Avg in the following way.
Definition 12 Let µ s denote the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure (0 ≤ s ≤ 1). If 0 < µ s (H) < +∞ and H is µ s measurable then
Clearly Avg = A for finite sets and we get back the original definition for sets with positive Lebesgue measure. The generalized Avg has all properties that Avg has, e.g. it has all expected properties. Obviously Avg(C) = 1 2 where C is the Cantor set.
Of course Avg is not the only mean for sets with positive Lebesgue measure however it is the most natural. Let us mention one more:
6 Mean by ǫ-neighbourhoods of the set
We are going to approximate the set by ǫ-neighbourhoods and as they have positive Lebesgue measure, take Avg of those as an approximation of the mean of the set. Let us set some notation first. If H ⊆ R, ǫ > 0 we use the notation S(H, ǫ) = x∈H S(x, ǫ) where S(x, ǫ) = {y : |x − y| < ǫ}. Clearly S(H, ǫ) = {y : ∃x ∈ H |x − y| < ǫ}. Proposition 15 LAvg is strongly internal, shift invarian and symmetric.
where C is the Cantor set. Lemma 6 Let H ⊂ R be a finite set. Then LAvg(H) = A(H).
Proof: We could simply refer to strong internality however we give a direct proof as well.
If ǫ > 0 is given then there is δ 1 > 0 such that
Let us estimate where the δ surroundings S(x, δ) intersect each other on points of L 1 and L 2 . They intersect on points of L 1 when
. They intersect on points of L 2 when
using that lim x→0+0 x log x = 0.
7 Mean by evenly distributed sample
Remark 3 M
eds (H) does not depend on the choice of a, b.
Proposition 18
The following statements are equivalent: Proof: Let a = 0, b = 3, n ∈ N. Let us estimate |{i ∈ I n : i+1 n (b − a) ≤ 1}| i.e. how many points ξ n,i we get that are smaller than 1. We want a lower bound that we can get if
. For that it is sufficient that k < √ n hence there are at least √ n such points. Now let us estimate |{i ∈ I n : i n (b − a) ≥ 2}| i.e. how many points ξ n,i we get that are greater than 2. We want an upper bound that we can get if e. in separate intervals? It is k < log 2 n. Therefore we get n+1 points smaller than 1 (converging to 0) and at most n+1+log 2 n points greater than 2 (converging to 2). This gives that M eds (H) = 1 by Lemma 7.
Similar example could show that M eds < M iso in general.
